Some useful books on Indian Club Swinging and Culture available from Amazon.co.uk

Club Swinging for Physical Exercise and Recreation: A Book of Information about All Forms of Indian Club Swinging Used in Gymnasiums and by Individual [Paperback]  
William Jackson Schatz (Author), W. G. Anderson (Introduction)

Indian Club Swinging: By an Amateur by Benjamin Gardiner

Indian club-swinging: one, two, and three club juggling by Frank Edward Miller

The Handbook of Authentic Indian Club Swinging by Jake Shannon

Club Swinging for Physical Exercise and Recreation; A Book of Information about All Forms of Indian Club Swinging... by William Jackson Schatz

Indian Club Exercises by Sim D Kehoe

Club swinging: As applied to health, development, training & display by Tom Burrows (1913)

The Indian Club Exercise: With Explanatory Figures and Positions (1866) by Sim D. Kehoe

Indian Clubs by Gerard C. Wertkin, Alice J. Hoffman and William Abranowicz

Club Swinging for Physical Exercise and Recreation: A Book of Information about All Forms of Indian Club Swinging... by William Jackson Schatz and W. G. Anderson

Indian Clubs and Dumb Bells: Spalding's Athletic Library by J. H. Dougherty (5 Dec 2005)

Indian Clubs by Austin Fleming Jenkin G. T. B. Cobbett

Scientific Physical Training; Indian Club Exercises by Edward Barrett Warman
Classified Indian Club Exercises and Drills: For the Gymnasium, School Room and Individual... by A K Jones (30 Sep 2011)

Indian Clubs and How to Use Them: a New and Complete Method for Learning to Wield Light and Heavy Clubs, Graduated... by E. Ferdinand Lemaire


Indian Clubs by G. T. B. Cobbett


An Easy System Of Calisthenics And Drilling, Including Light Dumb-Bell And Indian Club Exercises. by Thomas A. McCarthy

A New System of Instruction in the Indian Club Exercise: Containing a Simple and Accurate Explanation of All the... by Samuel T Wheelwright

Manual Of Instruction In The Use Of Dumb Bells, Indian Clubs, And Other Exercises by Morris Bornstein (28 May 2010)

Modern Club Swinging and Pole Spinning (Music & Dance) [Paperback] Anna Jillings (Author), Julie Wilson (Illustrator)


When the Body Becomes All Eyes: Paradigms, Discourses and Practices of Power in Kalarippayattu, a South Indian Martial Art [Paperback] Phillip B. Zarrilli